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1. INTRODUCTION 
Letfbe a continuous function on the unit circle T: 1 z / = 1. We consider 
the arithmetic means off 
s,(f) = l/n i J(eiz~J~;‘l), II = 1, 2,..., 
k=l 
and 
If ,f belongs to A, the space of all continuous functions g on T with the 
Fourier coefficients a,(g) = 0 for all n < 0, it is trivial that the holomorphic 
extension F off in the open unit disc U is determined by the values off on 
a dense subset of T. In this paper, we obtain the function F from the means 
s,(f) off on T: 
pn being some polynomial of degree n, assuming that the function f is 
“smooth” (e.g., in Cl+‘(T)). The coefficients r,(f) = s,(f) - s,(f), n > 1, 
and r,,(f) = s,(f) are called the Riemann coefficients off (cf. [2]). The 
asymptotic similarities of r,(f) and the Fourier coefficients off have been 
pointed out in [3] and studied in [2]. The behavior of the series (1) is quite 
peculiar; for instance, there exists a sequence {r,} such that r, = 0(1/n) 
and the series C r,p,(z) diverges everywhere inside the unit circle except 
at the origin. Since the averages s,(g) of a function g on T do not give any 
information about its odd part, we have to consider both s,(g) and s,(ag/a@ 
in order to recapture g. Then we establish the existence and uniqueness of 
a harmonic function u with prescribed means s,(u) and s,(u~) on T. Also, 
we obtain some analogous results for the wave equations and heat equations 
with prescribed mean initial values. Neumann problems are also considered. 
Our representation theorem is also extended to the unit polydisc. 
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2. REPRESENTATION OF HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS 
For each E > 0, let B, be the class of all continuous functions f on T 
such that the Fourier coefficients a,(f) off on T satisfy a,(f) = O(l/nl+<). 
The following theorem is obtained in [l]. 
THEOREM A. Iff E A n B,for some E > 0 and s,(f) = 0 for n = 1, 2,..., 
then,f is the zero function. 
It is easy to show that for each n there exists a unique polynomial pn of 
degree n, leading coefficient equal to one, and p,(O) = 0, such that 
r&hi) = L,, , the Kronecker delta, m, n = 1, 2 ,... (cf. [l]). We also let 
p,, = 1. Hence, r,(p,) = a,,,, for m, n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
THEOREM 1. Letf E A r~ B, for some E > 0. Then the series C,“=, r,(f) p,(z) 
converges untformly to the holomorphic extension F off in U. Furthermore, 
the following inequalities hold: 
1 F(z) - ,& r&f) PX(Z)~ G M@, f)/n” (2) 
(3) 
fora/ln>,landizI (1. 
We first prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. For n > 0, p,(z) = CBln &t/k) z~. Here, as usual, k j n means 




p(n) = (- 1)” if n = q1 ,..., qr , 
0 if p2 1 nfor somep > 1, 
where q1 ,..., qr are distinct primes. 
To prove the lemma, we observe that for n 2 1, 
rk(zl”) = 
if k 1 II, 
otherwise, 
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and from the definition of p,(z), we have 
if k ~ II. 
otherwise. 
Hence, in view of Theorem A, we can deduce that 
for 12 = 1, 2,... . Now, apply the Mobius inversion theorem (cf. [4, p. 2361) 
to give 
p,(z) = 1 p(n/s) z”, 
” 171 
n = 1, 2,... as asserted. 
We can now prove Theorem 1. Let d(n) denote the number of distinct 
divisors of yt. It is well known (cf. [4]) that for each 6 > 0, d(n) < C,ns for 
some constant C6 and all n. Hence, from the above lemma, we have 
for i z 1 < 1 and 6 > 0. Sincef’E B, , E 3’ 0, we can (cf. [2]) find a constant K 
such that 
1 r,(f)1 < K/n]+ (5) 
for all N. Thus, by picking 0 < 6 < E, we can conclude that the series 
C r,(f)~~(z) converges uniformly on u to some function F, holomorphic 
in U and continuous on g. As usual, let F* be the restriction of F on T. 
Now, the Fourier coefficients of F* are 
Hence, bothfand F* belong to A n B, . Furthermore, for each II = 0. I,... 
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which implies s,(F* - f) = 0 for all n = 1, 2,... . By Theorem A, F* = f. 
To prove (2) and (3) we use (4) and (5) to obtain 
for all 1 z / < 1, and 
for all / z / < 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
As mentioned in the introduction, for a “smooth” function f on T, the 
Riemann coefficients r,(f) and the Fourier coefficients a,(f) behave very 





where {r,) is a sequence of complex numbers. We shall call (7) a Riemann 
series. 
THEOREM 2. (i) If {r,} is a sequence of complex numbers such that 
C 1 r, j d, < co, then the series (7) converges untformly on U to a function F 
in A with Riemann coeficients r,(F*) = rn for all n. 
(i’) If r, = O(l/nlfE) for some E > 0, then the above conclusion also 
holds. 
(ii) There exists a sequence r, = 0(1/n) such that the series (7) diverges 
everywhere in U except at the origin. 
(iii) For an integer q >a 1 and C 1 r, / < co, the series C rkpak(z) 
converges untformly on u to a function F in A with Riemann coeficients 
r,(F*) = rp tfn = qk and r,(F*) = 0 otherwise. 
(iv) Let {r,} be a sequence of real numbers, monotonically decreasing 
to zero, such that C r, log n < co. Then the series (7) converges untformly 
on i7. 
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Parts (i), and hence (i’), follow easily from the proof of Theorem 1. For 
the proof of (ii), we let 
Then 
Y,, =- 
\ I ‘k if k is a prime. 
10 otherwise. 
which is divergent for 0 < ! z ’ ( 1. To prove (iii), we observe that 
for all / z 1 < 1. Hence, since C : ri; 1 < co, C Y,JJ~~<(z) converges uniformly 
on ii to a function F in A as asserted. Here, the function F is uniquely 
determined by the sequence {r,:, (cf. [I]). To prove (iv), we use summation 
by parts to obtain that 
f r,p,(z) = ‘5’ Pli(z)(rk - rk-J t- P,(z) rn > 
h=2 ,+2 
where P,(z) = p2(z) + ... + p?&(z) for all n = 2, 3,... . From 
we have 
(8) 
(4) and [41, 
1&(Z) + p3(z) -t- ... -:- pa( < d(2) + ... + d(n) 
.< Cn In II (9) 
for all n and j z 1 < 1, where C is some absolute constant. Combining (8) 
and (9) gives 
1 2 r,p,(z)l < C [ 5’ (rR - rk+J k In k + r,n In tij 
k=2 k=2 
n-1 
= C C rk[k In k - (k - 1) ln(k - l)] 
k=2 
12-l 
< C’ C rlc In k, 
k=2 
which implies the convergence of C,“=, rkpk(z) on i?. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2. 
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3. MEAN BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
In this section, we consider the mean boundary value problems and the 
mean initial value problems for some elementary differential equations 
Since every real-valued function f(l, 0) = f(eie) on T can be decomposed 
into a sum of an even function and an odd function: 
f(eie) = .fV”) + f(e-““1 + f(e”“) - A-“7 
2 2 ) 
we consider the even functions and odd functions separately. 
THEOREM 3. (i) Let f(1, 0) b e an even function in Cl+‘(T) for some 
E > 0. Thenf = 0 if the means s,(f) = 0 for n = 1, 2 ,... . 
(ii) Let f (1, 19) be ann odd function defined on T. Then s,(f) = 0 for 
all n. 
To prove (i), we let 
f(l, I!?) = f a,ei2nne. 
r&=--m 
Since f is even, we have a, = a-, and hence 
0 = s,(f) = 2 2 ak?z + 00 . 
k=l 
Asf E Pf(T), we can conclude that a, = O(ljnl+G) and 
0 = $+f s,(f) = a,. 
Then it follows from the proof of Theorem A in [I] that f = 0. To prove (ii), 
we observe that if-f is odd, then 
&z(f) = ; &glf (I, q, = ; k$lf (1, 27i(nn- “‘1 
which implies that s,(f) = 0 for all n. 
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THEOREM 4. Let ;+,j be a sequence 91’ real nwnbers teruling ro k lc,itlr 
the rate o(,, ~~ )L O( Iin” / ‘) ,f;7r some G 1 0. Then fhere exists a uilique ew11 
function u(r, Q) =: u(r, ~ Q) in C’ “(II) ,/or some c’ 0 such thaf 
Ail =- 0 ii7 L’ 
and 
for all II =z 1, 2,... . 
The uniqueness of the function z/(r, Q) follows from Theorem 3. It is 
obvious that the following series 
with un(r, Q) = x,, i7& p(n/k) r” cos kQ, converges uniformly on U to a function 
u(r, Q), whose Fourier coefficients a,[zr(l, Q)] can be estimated as follows: 
= 0(1/n""). 
Thus, we can conclude that u(r, Q) E C’-<‘(u) for some E’ >- 0. it is obvious 
that Au = 0 in U and 
s&(1, Q)] = 1 (ak -- ti) s,Ju,(l, Q)] -;- M 
i, =l 
The proof of Theorem 4 is then completed. 
Since the means s,(f) of an odd function .f in C(T) are always zero, we 
cannot expect to recapture the function ,f from the means s,(f). Hence, 
we also consider the means of the tangential derivatives off on T. 
THEOREM 5. (i) Lerf(1, Q) be an oddfunction in P+‘(T)for some E ” 0. 
Then f = 0 if the means of the tangential derivatioes s,(i?f /as) vanish,for all n. 
(ii) Let f (1, Q) be an even firnction in C’(T) then s,(Zf/iM) = O,/br all n. 
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This theorem follows from Theorem 3 by noting that af/i30 is an even 
function on T. 
THEOREM 6. Let {pn} be a sequence qf real numbers satisfying 
fin = O(l/n2+‘) for some E > 0. Then there exists a unique odd function 
v(r, 19) = -v(r, -0) in C2+<‘(a) for some E’ > 0 such that 
Au = 0 in U 
for all n = I, 2,... . 
The uniqueness of the function v(r, 0) follows from Theorem 5. It is 
obvious that 
converges uniformly to a function v in U, whose Fourier coefficients 
a,[v(l , S)] can be similarly estimated as above: 
= O(l/n3+$ 
which implies that v(r, 0) E C2+“(D) for some E’ > 0. It can be easily shown 
that v(r, 0) satisfies the required conditions in the theorem. 
Combining Theorem 4 and Theorem 6, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. Let {ol,} and {fin} be sequences of real numbers converging 
to 01 and 0, respectively, with the rates 01, - 01 = O(l/n3+G) and Pn = O(ljn2+f) 
for some E > 0. Then there exists a unique function w(r, (3) in C?+“(8) for 
some E’ > 0 such that 
Aw=OinCJ 
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for all n = 1, 2,... . Furthermore, the series 
converges umformly to w(r, 6) on 0. Here, II,, and v,, are trigonometric poly- 
nomials defined as above. 
THEOREM 8. Let {E,} and {Pn) be two sequences qf real numbers tending 
to zero with the rates iy, = O(l/n3*‘) and Pn = O(l/n2ff) for some 6 ‘> 0. 
Then there exists a unique ,function u(r, 6) E C3+“(i7) for some E‘ ‘:; 0 such 
that 
Au = O in U, 
for all n = 1, 2 ,..., and ~(0, 0) = 0. 
From the rates of convergence of the sequences {ani and (/In), we can 
conclude that the following series 
converges uniformly to a function u(r, 0) E C3+‘(U) satisfying the required 
conditions. To prove the uniqueness of U, we assume a, = fin = 0 for all 
n = 1, 2,... . Noting that ru,. is a solution of the following problem: 
Aw-OinCi 
and 
we can conclude from Theorem 7 and the condition ~(0, 8) = 0 that u = 0. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 9. Let (an>, &}, (~3, and (6,) be sequences of real numbers 
converging to ai, 0, 0, and 0, respectively, with the rates an - in = O(l/n3f6), 
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pn = 0( l/n2+s), y,, = 0(1/n2+‘), and 6, = O(l/nlfG), where E > 0. Then there 
exists a unique function u(x, t) in C 2+s’(R2)for some E’ > 0 such that 
s2u a2u _=- 
at2 ax2 ’ 
l/n i u(j + k/n, 0) = 01, , 
/L=l 
jbr aN j = 0, &l,... and n = 1, 2 ,... . 
It is clear from the assumptions on (a,}, {/In), {yn}, and (6,) that the 
following series 
converges uniformly to a solution of the mean initial value problem with 
the required smoothness condition. To prove the uniqueness, we let u and v 
be two solutions of the mean initial value problem and define f on the unit 
circle T by 
j(ei2rz) = u(x, 0) - u(x, 0) 
for 0 < x < 1. Since ~(0, 0) = ~(1 ,O) = ~$0, 0) = ~(1, 0) and ~~(0, 0) = 
u,(l) 0) = ~~(0, 0) = v,(l) 0), we can conclude that the Fourier coefficients 
a,(f) off satisfy a,(f) = O(l/n2+c ‘). Thus, f = 0 by a proof similar to the 
proof of Theorem A. Similarly, we can conclude that u(x, 0) = u(x, 0) for 
all x and, hence, U(X, t) = U(X, t) for all x and t. 
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Also, we can obtain the following theorem for heat equations 
THEOREM 10. Let { CY,} and :plJ be tu’o sequences of‘ real numbers converging 
to 01 and 0, respectively, with the rates Sag ~ CX: ~7 0( 1/tz3-t) and Pn = 0( 1 /$+c) 
for some E :z- 0. Then there exists a unique solution jor the following initial 
value problem: 
%u a2u 
_ t = 3x2 jbr all (x, t) E (-co, Go) x (0, co), 
I,$lZl($,O)z:fX,, jbt"all /7=1,2 ,..., 
;$lur(~,O) =& foraN n= 1,2 ,..., 
u(x, 0) = u(x + 1,O) E C?+(R). 
Furthermore, the solution can be represented by the following series: 
u(x, t) = 01 + f (a, - a) 1 p (f) e-4~2k2t cos 2nkx 
n=l k 1 11 
4. FINAL REMARKS AND EXTENSIONS 
We first remark that the results in the first section can be generalized to 
a polydisc. To do this we need the following lemma, which can be proved 
by induction and an application of Theorem A. 
LEMMA. Let f (zl ,..., zJ = C a,l...,Nzyl a** 2:~ be such that 
O ( (ml 
1 
a ml”‘m* = . . . mN)l+f ! 
for some E > 0. If the arithmetic means s,(f) off dejined by 
&kf> = l nN k$l . . . ,$, f(eiznklinl,..., ei2nkN’nN) n, **. 1 N 
are all zero, where n = (n, ,..,, n,), n, ,..., n N > 1, then f is identically equal 
to zero. 
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For a sequence of complex numbers c, = c~~...~~, if the limit of c, , as 
njl ,..., niD tend to infinity exists, we denote the limit by c,~...~~ where mk = co 
if k = j,, 1 < q < p, and rng = nk otherwise. We define a sequence of 
polynomials p,(z) = P~,...~~(z, ,..., zN) where n, ,.,., nN > 0 as follows: 
Pnl...T&l ,..., ZN) = 1 if n, E ... = nN = 0 
Pnl...nj-10n3+l...7ZN (z 1 >..-9 ZN) = Pnl...“j-l”j+l...nN (z 1 ,..‘, zi-1 , zj+1 ,..., ziv) 
Pml...?& ,..., 4 = c Sl,mt ‘.. J, p pj ... p (%j z1”’ ... 2: 
k 
if m, ,..., Ink > 1, 1 <k<N. 
For a continuous function f on T N, the distinguished boundary of the unit 
polydisc UN in the space of N complex variables, we define a sequence 
r,(f) = rnl...nN(f), which we call the Riemann coeficients off, by 
r?nl...mrv (f) = s,...,(f) if fnl = ... = m, = 0; 
rO...Om,O...O(f) = sm...amjm...m(f) - s,...,(f) if mi>l; 
rO...OnzjO...Omko...o(f) = s30...mmja;...zmkla...df) -- sm...wmjo3...df) 
- s,... ,VL,-df) + s,...,(f) if mj,mk > 1; 
. . . 
rm,...mN (f) = s,,'...,l, - c + c - *.., 
1 2 
where mj’ = mj if mj # 0 and mj' = 03 if mi = 0 and where x1 is the sum 
of the s~~,...~~’ with one noninfinity my' replaced by infinity, 1 <j < N, 
and more generally, Cti is the sum of the s~~~...~~~ with k noninfinity mj’ 
replaced by infinity. By the above lemma and an extension of the proof of 
Theorem 1, we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 11. Let .fE C1+‘(TN) f or some E > 0 and r,(f) be the nth 
Riemann coeficients of5 Then the series Cn r,(f) p,(z), where n = (n, ,..., nN) 
with nj 3 0 for all j, converges uniformly on the closed unit polydisc UN to 
a function F. Furthermore, iff admits an analytic continuation in UN, then 
F=fon TN. 
We also remark that in Theorem A we cannot in general move the roots 
of unity. For instance, if we take z,,~ = eizskJn, k = I,..., n, for n # 2 and 
zz,r = z~,~ = 1, then the function f (z) = z2 - z satisfies s,(f) = 0 for all n. 
As for a Jordan curve in the complex plane different from a circle, we can 
take the means of a function at the conformal images of the roots of unity 
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and results analogous to the case of the unit circle also follow. Finally, if 
the Fourier series of the boundary values are known to be a lacunary series 
(cf. [5]), we can relax some conditions in all the above theorems. For example. 
in Theorem 1, we need only assume C,“=, a,(f): < io instead of 
a,(f) = I/d” and obtain the theorem by using a result in [I] and an argu- 
ment similar to the proof of Theorem 2(iii). 
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